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CONTACT INFORMATIONS

I have been working  as a backend .Net Core software developer and
software team lead at RyseSoft company . During at this time, I have
been using technologies such as .Net Core, Rest Api, Asp.Net Core 
 MVC, React, Bootstrap and Tailwind during this time.

I worked as a back-end .Net Core software developer within the scope
of the Gri company which operates in the e-commerce and hosting
sectors. 

I worked as an intern engineer in the project called spectra, which is
used by the Coca-cola company on the B2B side in Turkey which had
been developed with ASP.NET MVC.

I worked at Atiker Yazılım as an intern software engineer for my
summer internship. During my internship, I developed a front-end
project focused on Javascript ,HTML and CSS.

Sofware Team Lead | RyseSoft Inc.
October 2022 - Current

Software Developer | Rysesoft Inc.
July 2022 - October 2022

Sofware Developer | Gri Internet Technologies Inc.
December 2021 - April 2022

Intern Engineer  |  Mavinci Informatics Industry and Trade Inc.  
July 2021 - August 2021 

Intern Engineer  |  Atiker Software
July 2020 - August 2020

JOB EXPERIENCE

Hello,
I am Rasim Tuğberk İnci. I was born in 1995 in Turkey. I completed my
bachelor degree at Konya Technical University as a computer engineer.
When I was a student at the university, I wrote in the .Net field for a while.
I passed the exams of the institution named Patika.dev and received
training on .Net Core and Rest Api fields. I worked as a software engineer
in the fields of e-commerce, educational technologies and finance. I am
the co-founder of the Edu Jou team, which was  a semi-finalist in the
entrepreneurship program called TÜSİAD BGİV. Within the scope of this
program,I received entrepreneurship training from the TÜSİAD
institution.Sketching and swimming are my biggest hobbies.
You can also check out my personal website rti.com.tr and my blog site
objectsetnull.com.

ABOUT ME

Konya Technical University  |  Computer Engineering
2014-2021   GPA: 2.85/4.00

EDUCATION

R A S İ M  T U Ğ B E R K  İ N C İ

SOFTWARE ENGINEER

English   |   B1 
Turkish  |   Native

LANGUAGE

During my time at RyseSoft, I worked as a software developer and
software team leader in .Net Core REST API and .Net Core MVC
projects. I took part in the integration and development of SOAP and
REST services for payment and billing processes. You can reach these
projects at https://services.unvanakademi.com/swagger/index.html
and https://unvanakademi.com/. While working at Gri Inc. ,I developed
and completed a .Net Core REST API project, which is used for sending
notifications via sms ,where Basic and JWT authentication types can
be used. In the projects I developed, I used Entity Framework ORM
technology with MySql and MsSql databases, but I made developments
with Entity Faramework and Dapper ORM technologies. I completed
my internship at Mavinci on a project developed with Asp.Net
Faremowork MVC and during this internship I learned the MVC
pattern. During my undergraduate education, I wrote a blog about the
C# language for a while on the site called TeknoKafe.Net. You can reach
my other projects with my Github account.

As part of the projects I developed and managed at the Rysesoft
company, I launched MsSql databases from scratch. During my
internship, I used structures such as Store Procedure and Function with
small additions to the test database. At the same time, I used the MsSql
database in some of my API projects that I developed on Github. On the
MySql side I have been launched a MySql database during work for Gri
company including structures such as Trigger, Event, Function. In
addition, I habe been used MySql database within my own IOT
project. At the same time I have been used PostgreSql for my GitHub
projects

I tried to improve myself in this field with the courses I took on Udemy
and took part in the https://panel.unvanakademi.com/ project
developed with React. At the same time, I made developments in .Net
Core MVC projects with JQuery.

I have been developed small scale projects on the field of TCP and
socket programming. In additional I have been developed some image
processing project with OpenCv library with this programming
language.

As part of my graduation project, I developed a project based on the
detection of diabetic retinopathy disease with deep learning and
artificial intelligence techniques.

C# / .Net Core

T-SQL / PL-SQL

JavaScript

 
Python

Matlab

SKILLS AND PROJECTS


